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I. INTRODUCTION

C

arl Menger (1871), the founder of the Austrian school of
economics, corrected the theory of price held by the British
Classical School which had largely ignored the preferences
of consumers.1 In demonstrating the influence of consumer
preferences on prices of goods, however, Menger did not fully
integrate the realm of decision-making by entrepreneurs and
the realm of decision-making by consumers in a general theory
of value, choice, and action. For its part, the neoclassical wing
of the Marginalist Revolution extended the profit-maximizing
decision-making of entrepreneurs both to the income-maximizing
decision-making of producers and to the utility-maximizing
decision-making of consumers. Neoclassical economists adopted
models of optimizing agents to cover all cases of human action.2
Ludwig von Mises (1998), in contrast, worked within Menger’s
causal-realist framework to develop a general theory of action
based on the reality of the human person and the logic of human
action. He developed the proper relationship among the different
decision-making circumstances in which persons find themselves
in a division of labor economy under the general principle of action
which he called economizing.3
The general theory of action encompassing any and all circumstances rests on personal valuation. Considering the objective
circumstances in which a person finds himself, he envisions alternative courses of action, anticipates the likelihood of the realization
of the alternative ends involved, and chooses the alternative he
prefers, i.e., the alternative he values more highly than his next
1

On Menger’s contribution to economics, see Salerno (1999).

2

 n optimization, see, e.g., Samuelson (1947). On extending optimization from
O
market activity to human action in general, see, e.g., Becker (1976).

3

 n Mises’s development of Menger’s framework, see Salerno (1990). On Mises
O
and economic calculation, see Salerno (2008).
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most valuable alternative. Whatever his circumstances, a person
economizes by making mental judgments of preference choosing
more highly valued ends to attain and less valuable means to
employ in attaining them. Even though Mises made the crucial
distinction between valuation as the decision-making method in
an autistic economy and appraisement as part of the decisionmaking process in a division of labor economy, he was careful
not to treat them as dichotomous but instead to recognize that
appraisement was a necessary step to an economizing valuation
in decision-making in the division of labor.4 While appraisement
is a crucial step to an economizing valuation in the division of
labor, however, it is not always sufficient, particularly in case
of investment decisions. These decisions rather require further
preparation before the final valuation can be made. Mises (1998,
p. 211) subsumed both a forward-looking computation aiming at
the determination of planned action as well as backward-looking
arithmetic calculations using past data, i.e., accounting, under
the term “economic calculation.” He did not, however, extend his
analysis to all of the different forms of economic calculation needed
to make investment decisions. Concerning forward-looking
computations in preparation of investment decisions, the term
“investment appraisal” is well established, and will, consequently,
be used below.
Mises’s development of the relationship between valuation and
appraisement was a crucial step in his justly famous argument
demonstrating the impossibility of economizing decision-making
by central planners concerning the use of resources in a division
of labor economy. Having shown that imputation of value by
the central planners to producer goods in the higher-stages of
production was impossible, Mises then demonstrated that the
backward-looking path of economic calculation, i.e., monetary
4

 o explain the terms “valuation” and “appraisement,” Mises (1998, p. 329) wrote:
T
“Appraisement must be clearly distinguished from valuation. Appraisement in
no way depends upon the subjective value of the man who appraises. He is not
intent upon establishing the subjective use-value of the good concerned, but upon
anticipating the prices which the market will determine. Valuation is a value
judgment expressive of a difference in value. Appraisement is the anticipation of
an expected fact. It aims at establishing what prices will be paid on the market
for a particular commodity or what amount of money will be required for the
purchase of a definite commodity.”

6
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accounting, used by entrepreneurs as a starting point for economizing decision-making was possible only in a market economy.
Lacking monetary prices for factors of production determined by
the interplay of supply by the owners of these factors and demand
by the entrepreneurs who desire to obtain their productive services,
central planners cannot efficiently allocate society’s resources into
the production of goods people desire (Mises 1998, pp. 324–353
and 694–711).
As Guido Hülsmann (2007, pp. 369–404) has argued, Mises’s
economic-calculation framework for dealing with the issue of
decision-making under central planning has a wider application
to other analyses of the division of labor. Entrepreneurs are not
the only economizing decision-making investors in the market
economy. Capitalists also invest in assets, and claims to assets, and
thereby aid in economizing the process of capital formation in the
market economy. In so doing, an investor inter alia requires an
understanding of the future monetary benefits that a collection of
assets, including an entire business, is able to generate; otherwise,
an investor cannot make a proper valuation of the collection of
assets he intends to acquire. Investment decisions must be based
upon a genuine appraisement of the collection of assets acquired
or disposed. It is inadvisable to purchase or sell an entire business
or even a share package without an economic appraisement of the
business concerned. Just like a valuation of a business’s purchase
or disposal requires an appraisement of the future income stream
the business will presumably generate, it too necessitates an
investment appraisal which avails of the appraisement conducted
in advance. Investment appraisal aims at the calculation of the
marginal price that the valuing subject can barely accept without
suffering an economic loss.
The primary aim of this paper is to shed light on investment
appraisal used by investors in preparation of a company purchase
or disposal. Therefore, Section II of the paper will discuss why
not only economic appraisement is necessary in preparation of a
purchase or sale of an entire business or even parts of a business
but also investment appraisal. Section III will point out how such
an investment appraisal can be operationalized with respect to the
implications of subjective value theory and, hence, be combined
with Austrian value theory. Section IV will explain why the
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neoclassical approach to investment is incompatible with Austrian
value theory. Section V will conclude.

II. THE VALUATION OF FIRMS AND THE NEED FOR
INVESTMENT APPRAISAL
In an autistic economy, decision-making must rely on valuation
without appealing to money prices. Every choice made by
Robinson Crusoe, or the central planners of socialism, is guided
solely by valuation. Crusoe does not need money prices to make
economizing decisions concerning consumption or production. He
can anticipate the contribution to his well-being made by a good as
a means to attain the ends he values by making a mental judgment.
He does not need to make a money-price computation for his
mental judgment to be efficacious in economizing his action.
Participants in a market economy, in contrast, cannot make
economizing decisions without the aid of current or anticipated
future money prices, i.e., without appraisement. In considering the
purchase of a particular good, a consumer must employ the prices
of other goods he could buy to compute the opportunity cost of
the money he foregoes by making his purchase. Having made the
computation of the purchasing power of money, he can then use
valuation to establish a preference between the good he acquires
and the purchasing power of the money he foregoes.
A producer in the market economy also must use money prices
to make a computation as a requisite for establishing the value
he places on the market-dependent alternative of his choice. He
must use money prices to determine the purchasing power of the
compensation he will receive from selling the services of his factors
of production. Having made this computation, he can compare
the value of the purchasing power of his compensation to the
opportunity cost he foregoes in selling the services of his factors of
production which is the personal use of his factors of production,
e.g., the leisure he foregoes when selling the services of his labor.
The valuations made by entrepreneurs and capitalists acting in
a division of labor economy also require the assessment of current
market prices and the anticipation of future market prices, i.e.,
appraisement, in preparation of establishing their preferences and

8
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making their choices. Every production decision an entrepreneur
makes requires anticipating both the prices of the output he will
sell and the prices of the inputs he will buy. Having computed the
financial benefit he anticipates from production, he then makes
his production decision on the basis of valuing such production
and sale more highly than what he considers his next best alternative. To the extent that he considers investments in other lines of
production as his best alternative, the entrepreneur also requires
anticipating the prices relevant to other investments in production
and the terms of available funding in making various investment
decisions. If an entrepreneur made a production decision having
computed only its monetary benefits, like a producer does in
selling his factors of production, or only its monetary costs, like a
consumer does in buying a consumer good, his decisions would
not be economizing. Neither will an entrepreneur’s nor a capitalist’s investment decisions be economizing if he judges the value
of either the assets acquired or the liabilities potentially incurred
without appraising them, i.e., anticipating their monetary consequences over time.
While every valuation in a market economy necessitates the
consideration of market prices, most of them, however, do not
require any formalized computation of a critical or marginal price,
i.e., the price a person is individually barely willing to accept. For
example, a consumer buying a good can rank the net benefit he
anticipates obtaining by purchasing the good against the net benefit
of his best alternative action. A person who buys a chocolate bar for
$1.00 need not estimate the maximum price he is willing to pay in
order to rank the net benefit of his purchase above the net benefit of
its best alternative. The consumer assesses the value of consuming
the chocolate bar independently of computing the critical price.
Likewise, a producer selling the services of a factor of production he
owns need not necessarily formulate a critical price. The net benefit
he anticipates by selling can be ranked by him against the net benefit
of his best alternative action. The producer can assess the cost of
foregoing the use of the services of his factor of production independently of computing the critical price. Entrepreneurs and capitalists
in making investment decisions, however, cannot dispense with
computing the critical price. This price is essential in comparing the
monetary implications of different alternatives.
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The money price realized by an asset in the division of labor
depends not only on how many different alternative uses it has in
the various production processes across the stages of production,
but also on the manner in which it is bundled with complementary
producer goods under the ownership of an entrepreneurial group
in each alternative line of production. A characteristic example of
a collection of assets to be so valued is a business enterprise as
a whole. Companies are unique conglomerates of tangible and
intangible factors (Matschke and Brösel, 2013, p. 4), including
particular human persons. In general, a business consists of
thousands of gear wheels that need to interlock in order to make
the company function properly. Since entire businesses—or even
share packages as detachable parts of such businesses—must
exhibit a high degree of complexity (Olbrich, Quill, and Rapp,
2015, pp. 18–19), the contribution which any, and especially a big,
company in its entirety can make to a person’s well-being is not
evident at first glance. Unlike, e.g., a consumer, who is able to
assess the contribution to his well-being made by a good he desires
independently of a formalized process and, consequently, can rank
the good and the asking price properly, investors initially lack the
knowledge of the magnitude of the investment’s contribution
to their well-being. An investor seeking to acquire a business
enterprise cannot realize this business’s contribution in attaining
his ends without further considerations, because it is impossible
to briefly look at the bundle of producer goods called “business
enterprise” and really know whether or not one prefers it to a
certain asking price, i.e., to make a proper valuation. A valuation
of entire businesses lacking an investment appraisal beforehand
must therefore be interpreted to be a more or less random guess
as it lacks crucial information. Appraisement, in such cases, is not
limited to assessing market prices of alternatively available goods
but also covers the anticipation of monetary implications of the
particular business enterprise concerned. The information acting
man gathers from such appraisement serves as an important input
parameter for investment appraisal. This path of economic calculation leads to a certain critical price for the investor that he is,
at most, willing to pay when buying or at least willing to receive

10
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when selling, from the perspective of improving his well-being.5
This critical price is crucial information for an investor, because it is
a requisite for him to make an end-oriented ranking of the business
concerned and the asking price. As will be illustrated in detail in
section III, the assessment of a particular person’s critical price must
be based upon the future payouts this person expects to receive (in
case of a purchase) or to forego (in case of a sale).
According to Mises (1998, p. 329), appraisement implies the anticipation of future market prices. Future market prices of goods sold
determine a business’s future revenues, profits, and finally payouts
to the company’s owners (see figure 1).
Figure 1: F
 undamental Interrelations between Market Prices,
Revenues, Profits, and Payouts
Market
Prices

Revenues

Profits

Payouts

These future payouts are the decisive figure for an investor,
because they determine the investor’s willingness to accept a certain
price in a transaction. An individual investor prepares a decision by
considering the future payouts derived from the anticipated future
market prices of goods applying investment appraisal.
As figure 2 illustrates, the valuation as well as the action finally
taken should be—at least partly—based upon both appraisement and
investment appraisal, because the latter—drawing on the information
gathered from the former—provides a person with the most crucial
financial information regarding the business in question—the critical
or marginal price that he subjectively considers barely acceptable.6
5

 or the importance of anticipating future payments for decision-making concerning
F
acceptable prices in the present see, e.g., Davenport (1913, pp. 209–235). See also
Fetter (1907, especially pp. 122–123).

6

 oncerning the relation of appraisement and valuation, Mises (1998, p. 329) wrote:
C
“The valuation of a man buying and selling on the market must not disregard
the structure of market prices; they depend upon appraisement. If an individual
speaks of the costs incurred by the purchase of some goods already acquired or to
be incurred by the purchase of goods he plans to acquire, he expresses these costs
in terms of money. But this amount of money represents in his eyes the degree of
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Figure 2: F
 undamental Interrelations between Appraisement,
Investment Appraisal, Valuation, and Action
Investment
Appraisal

Valuation

Appraisement

Further
Information

Action

Opponents of the necessity of investment appraisal in decision
making about investing in a business might argue that such an
appraisal can only incorporate financial ends7 and, therefore,
excludes various non-monetary ends a person may have in an
action.8 It is true that, in contrast to non-financial ends, financial
ends can be readily measured and expressed in terms of money.
But including investment appraisal in decisions concerning
investments in businesses does not exclude considerations outside
such appraisal. An investor is not forced to base his valuation and
action solely on the financial perspective. As a matter of course,
investors may complement financial information with nonfinancial considerations in their valuations. Investment appraisal’s
result should be understood as one piece of information that
contributes—in addition to other information—to the valuation
process (see figure 2). Moreover, as discussed above, subjective
valuing of business enterprises without investment appraisal is
arbitrary with respect to improving a person’s well-being. Finally,
even though investors can pursue non-financial ends with their
satisfaction he could obtain by employing it for the acquisition of other goods. The
valuation makes a detour, it goes via the appraisement of the structure of market
prices; but it always aims finally at the comparison of alternative modes for the
removal of felt uneasiness.”
7

 or the exclusive consideration of financial ends within the most common
F
investment appraisal approach see, e.g., Busse von Colbe (1957, pp. 18–19),
Sieben, and Schildbach (1979, p. 459). For the consideration of non-financial ends
in investment appraisal see Brösel (2002, pp. 160–166).

8

 or exemplary non-financial ends that investors might aim at with a business see
F
Hering (2015, p. 9).
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investments, focusing on monetary ends by applying a financial
calculation nevertheless is essential to their decision-making
because investors primarily aim at financial ends when purchasing
or selling an entire business or parts of it (Taylor, 1980, p. 51;
Hering, 2015, p. 9) or, at least, they aim to achieve financial ends
more fully rather than less fully.
To serve in its role as an indispensable decision-making tool, i.e.,
one providing crucial information, a genuine investment appraisal
must respect the subjectivity of value (e.g., Matschke, Brösel, and
Matschke, 2010, pp. 34–35, Olbrich, Quill, and Rapp, 2015, p. 18).
Investment appraisal has no merit if it relies on objective facts to
the exclusion of a subjective element.9 The next step, therefore, is to
outline a subjective approach to investment appraisal that reflects
the implications of Austrian value theory.

III. A SUBJECTIVE APPROACH TO INVESTMENT
APPRAISAL COMPATIBLE WITH AUSTRIAN
VALUE THEORY
Investment theory, which allows a genuine real-world approach
to investment appraisal from the perspective of the acting person,
has been developed by German-speaking authors over more than
the last century and a half.10 Its lineage is traceable generally to the
marginal utility concept and specifically to the works of Hermann
Heinrich Gossen (1854) as well as early Austrian economists,
including the founder of the Austrian school Carl Menger (1871).11
9

 ises (1998, p. 346–347) wrote: “Attempts to establish cost accounts on an
M
‘impartial’ basis are doomed to fail. Calculating costs is a mental tool of action, the
purposive design to make the best of the available means for an improvement of
future conditions. It is necessarily volitional, not factual.”

10

 .g., König (1813, pp. 223–224) already mentions the subjectivity of value that
E
needs to be considered in investment appraisal in his essay on the appraisal of
forest value. An historic overview about the consideration of subjectivism in the
German economic theory even before the Marginalist Revolution can be found in
Priddat (1998).

11

 n the lineage of investment theory which is traceable to the works of Gossen and
O
Menger, see, e.g., Kreutz (1909, p. 31), Berliner (1913, pp. 12–13, 25), Mirre (1913,
pp. 156–158, 160, 165), Liebermann (1923, pp. 9–10), Schmalenbach (1937, p. 27),
Brösel, Matschke, and Olbrich (2012, p. 240), Brösel, Toll, and Zimmermann (2012,
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In discussing the distinction between valuation and
appraisement, Mises recognized the lineage of subjective value in
price theory back to, in particular, Gossen and Menger. He (Mises,
1998, p. 331) wrote:
The tasks incumbent upon the theory of the prices of factors of production
are to be solved by the same methods which are employed for treatment
of the prices of consumers’ goods…. This method we owe to Gossen,
Carl Menger, and Böhm-Bawerk. Its main merit is that it implies the
cognition that we are faced with a phenomenon of price determination
inextricably linked with the market process.

Mises was also familiar with the application of subjectivism in
the early German business management theory, citing the work of
Eugen Schmalenbach who was a major driving force in the development of German business management theory and investment
theory in particular. Mises (1933, p. 197 [2003a, p. 221]) wrote:
Whoever wishes to form some idea of the importance of the theory
of marginal utility has only to look at any presentation of the theory
of the market in one of the current textbooks on the subject and to try
separating out all the ideas contained in it that we owe to the modern
subjective theory of value. Let him pick up the leading books on business
management—for example, the works of Schmalenbach—and he will
understand the contribution that subjectivism has made to this subject.

Thus, both Austrian value theory and investment theory spring
from the same source. It is unsurprising, therefore, that they are
closely related to each other, blood brothers in fact. Investment
theory is a business management oriented operationalization
of Austrian value theory. The theoretical foundation of genuine
investment appraisal, which provides entrepreneurs with crucial
information they need for their decision making (Hering, 2015,
p. 3), is Austrian value theory (e.g., Schmalenbach, 1937, p.
27, Matschke and Brösel, 2013, p. 6, Hering, 2014, pp. 27–28).
p. 89), Matschke, and Brösel (2013, p. 6), Hering (2014, pp. 27–28), Olbrich (2014,
p. 141), and Rapp (2014a, p. 155). Concerning Menger, Mises (2003b, p.1) wrote,
“What is known as the Austrian School of Economics started in 1871 when Carl
Menger published a slender volume under the title, Grundsätze der Volkswirtschaftslehre…. Until the end of the Seventies there was no ‘Austrian School.’ There was
only Carl Menger.”

14
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Investment appraisal serves this function because it adheres to
three main principles: subjectivity, appraisal as an entity, and
future orientation.

First, the principle of subjectivity preserves the thoroughly
subjective nature of any valuation and hence any genuine
investment appraisal.12 Value must be understood as a subjectobject-object-relation (Sieben, 1968, p. 285)13 that investment
appraisal has to consider: Value refers to the benefit which a
specific valuing subject14 expects the underlying object being valued
to gain compared to the benefit he associates with an alternatively
available object (i.e., the alternative action given up). Investment
appraisal must respect the nature of value and choice, otherwise it
could not serve as a useful element of decision-making.
Second, the principle of appraisal as an entity refers to the idea
that an entire company should be appraised, normally, as complementary assets that form an economic organization rather than
appraising the company’s assets individually and then adding
up the total sum.15 Appraisal as an entity rests on the principle
that, generally, the pooling of goods makes a higher contribution
to a person’s well-being than the sum of the individual parts. In
deciding whether to acquire or dispose of an entire entity, it is
crucial for a person to distinguish between the benefit that he gains
by possessing the entity and the sum of the benefits a person would
obtain by owning each asset individually, because usually these
benefits do not coincide. The discrepancy is caused by combination
effects which can either increase or decrease the entity’s benefit
12

 n the subjectivity of investment appraisal, see König (1813, pp. 223–224), Kreutz
O
(1909, p. 34), Schmalenbach (1917/1918, p. 4), Liebermann (1923, pp. 3, 6, 30,
59–61, 75), Busse von Colbe (1957, pp. 143–144), and Moxter (1983, pp. 23–24).

13

 uido Hülsmann shows in his introduction to Mises’s book, Epistemological
G
Problems of Economics, that Ludwig von Mises recognized the same point. See
Mises (2003a, p. xxxvi).

14

The valuing subject accords with the person for whom the investment appraisal
is conducted. The valuing subject’s perspective is therefore the decisive one. In
contrast, the valuation object is the good that needs to be appraised in preparation
of the valuing subject’s valuation. In this paper we focus on entire companies or
share packages as valuation objects.

15

 n appraisal as an entity, see Schmalenbach (1911/1912, pp. 484–485),
O
Schmalenbach (1912/1913), Mirre (1913, pp. 167–169), Schmalenbach (1917/1918,
pp. 6–7), and Schmalenbach (1966, pp. 60–61).
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compared to the sum of the benefits of the individual goods (e.g.,
Küting, 1981).16
Third, the principle of future orientation postulates that the only
benefits which can contribute to a person’s well-being are future
benefits.17 For investment appraisal purposes, therefore, it does
not matter what net income the underlying object being appraised
has yielded in the past.18 The only thing that really matters is the
benefit that the company in question is (subjectively) expected
to gain in the future. Past observations, however, may be used
as a starting point of forecasting (e.g., Hering, 2014, p. 31), since
ignoring historical facts aggravates the problem of uncertainty
(Mises, 1998, pp. 333–335). Mises (1998, p. 333) wrote:
In drafting their plans, the entrepreneurs look first at the prices of
the immediate past…. Of course, the entrepreneurs never make these
prices enter into their calculations without paying regard to anticipated
changes. The prices of the immediate past are for them only the starting
point of deliberations leading to forecasts of future prices.

Aside from complex general models,19 a properly applied
income approach is the only suitable method for an investment
appraisal concerning the purchase or sale of an entire business.20
In contrast to its alternatives, i.e., the cost approach and the market
16

 eter Klein (2010, pp. 109–114) argues that the very act of organizing a business is
P
a subjective judgment of a particular entrepreneur or entrepreneurial group who
must assess the value of different configurations of both assets and persons that
could be organized within his business.

17

 n future orientation, see von Oeynhausen (1822, p. 306), Kreutz (1909, p. 34),
O
Liebermann (1923, p. 69), Münstermann (1966, pp. 20–21), Schmalenbach (1966,
pp. 36–37), and Hülsmann (2000, p. 4).

18

 ünstermann (1966, p. 21) depicts the principle of future orientation with his
M
phrase “for what has been, the businessman does not pay.” Mises (1998, p. 329)
wrote: “Appraisement is the anticipation of an expected fact. It aims at establishing what prices will be paid on the market for a particular commodity or what
amount of money will be required for the purchase of a definite commodity.”

19

 or an approach to investment appraisal based upon a complex general model
F
see, e.g., Matschke, Brösel, and Matschke (2010, pp. 12–22).

20

 or the uselessness of the application of other approaches within investment
F
appraisal in preparation of a purchase or sale of a business see, e.g., Olbrich,
and Rapp (2012, p. 235).
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approach,21 the income approach is able to incorporate both the
subjective future benefits of an opportunity under consideration
and the alternative opportunities relevant to the person making
the valuation. Because of this, the income approach can be used
for investment appraisal, i.e., to calculate the requisite personal
critical price. The income approach is based upon the well-known
present-value technique. Thus, this approach appraises a certain
business by discounting its future benefits. It can be expressed
in the commonly-used formula, in which FBt reflects the future
benefit in period t and r embodies the interest rate applied for
discounting purposes:
T

Appraised firm value = ∑
t=1

FBt
(1+r)t

Whether or not the income approach conforms to Austrian value
theory, however, depends upon the input parameters’ specific
characteristics. Not every variant of the income approach allows
a subjective investment appraisal. For example, the current mainstream in investment appraisal, which is unacceptable from the
view of Austrian value theory, also relies upon an application of
the income approach. For the investment appraisal to be suitable
and in line with Austrian value theory, however, the income
approach’s actual input parameters must comply with the three
main investment appraisal principles mentioned above.22

First, the principle of subjectivity impacts both the numerator
(future benefits) as well as the denominator (discount rate) of the
income approach. Future benefits must be forecasted from the
perspective of the person who is valuing and choosing. Predictions
of future benefits depend upon personal factors, such as the
dividend policy, individual tax rates including potential tax loss
carry-forwards, and individual synergies, e.g., if the person who is
valuing already owns a competing object to the one being valued

21

 or the market approach (which might also be called “relative valuation”) e.g. see
F
Damodaran (2012, pp. 19–23). For the unmasking of the market approach with
regard to investment appraisal see Olbrich (2000). For a comprehensive overview
on the cost approach see Matschke, and Brösel (2013, pp. 315–325).

Olbrich, Quill, and Rapp (2015, pp. 17–20) illustrate the (historic) relation between
sum from
= 1 to
T {FB
sub
t over
(1+r)
sup t}
the abovetpresented
investment
appraisal
principles
and Austrian
value theory.
22
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(Matschke, and Brösel, 2013, p. 18, Hering, 2014, p. 28).23 Moreover,
the principle of subjectivity is closely connected to the principle of
future orientation. Because there is no objective and universally
valid forecast, the anticipation of future developments must necessarily be based upon subjective estimates and the person’s appetite
for risk (Hering, 2014, p. 30). It is crucial to state that the appraiser’s
subjective expectations are not necessarily definitive in forming both
a genuine appraisement, and, consequently, investment appraisal. If
the appraiser is not the same person as the one who is valuing and
choosing, e.g., because the appraisal is conducted by an audit firm,
then the appraiser must consider his client’s perspective instead of
his own (Matschke, and Brösel, 2013, p. 3).
Besides future benefits, the principle of subjectivity also affects the
interest rate applied for discounting purposes. The relevant interest
rate serves to make comparisons (e.g., Sieben, and Schildbach,
1979, p. 460). The business concerned must be compared to the best
alternative action that is available (e.g., Hering, 2014, pp. 28–29,
Hering, 2015, p. 144). Instead of purchasing a business, one person
may undertake a different investment opportunity, whereas
another person might use his money to pay back an expensive loan.
Clearly, the best alternative application, i.e., the optimal marginal
use of funds, depends upon both the specific person’s investment
and funding opportunities and financial ends and these will differ
from one person to another. In order to reach an economically
relevant result by assessing the contribution that the business’s
benefits can make to a person’s well-being, investment appraisal
must necessarily consider the underlying person’s optimal
marginal use of money within the income approach instead of
applying an “objective” market interest rate (e.g., Hering, 2014, pp.
28–29). Because the interest rate that the last invested or funded
dollar yields in the person’s overall investment and financing
program represents the best known alternative, it should serve as
the discount rate. This rate has been called the endogenous marginal
interest rate (e.g., Hering, Toll, and Kirilova, 2014, p. 44). It reflects
the internal rate of return of the last invested or funded dollar, i.e.,
23

 he subjective estimation of future benefits should also consider the time aspect
T
with regard to artificial boom and bust cycles and, therefore, the findings of
Austrian business cycle theory. For the fundamentals of Austrian business cycle
theory, see Rothbard (2009).
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the internal rate of return of the so-called marginal object (Hering,
2015, p. 144). The marginal object may be the least profitable
investment opportunity or the most expensive funding alternative
that is ranked and chosen by the person making the valuation as
suitable to achieving one of his financial ends.
Second, the principle of appraisal as an entity points out that the
contribution made by a business as a whole to a person’s well-being
usually exceeds the contribution that the sum of the business’s
assets, appraised individually, can make. This principle affects the
measurement of future benefits and, therefore, the numerator of the
income approach which is derived from appraisement. In order to
serve as a genuine investment appraisal tool, the application of the
income approach, normally, must include future benefits that the
business is able to generate as an entity. In addition, the numerator
also must consider individual synergies that might occur along
with the benefits of the object being valued, if the business comes
into the person’s possession. A presumptive seller also needs to
take possible personal synergies into account that he foregoes by
selling his business.
Third, the principle of future orientation requires the exclusive
consideration of future benefits (and discount rates) in investment
appraisal. The net income that a certain business gained in
the past cannot contribute to the well-being of its future owner
(e.g., Rapp, 2014a, p. 162). Only future income can increase that
person’s wealth. A simple extrapolation of past developments,
therefore, can neither be an appropriate approach to appraisement
nor, consequently, to investment appraisal.24 At any moment, the
future might reveal first-time developments, which cannot be part
of the past’s extrapolation. Therefore, it is a fallacy to believe that
longer periods under observation of past events automatically
lead to better forecasts of the future (Rapp, 2013, p. 361). Moreover,
forecasting the consequences of human action requires a person’s
judgment. The array of prices of goods, patterns of production,
and other data generated by human action are the result of human
choices and human choices are not determined by empirical
influences alone. As Mises (1998, p. 105) put it:
24

 n the inadequacy of extrapolation, see Schmalenbach (1966, pp. 37–38), Moxter
O
(1983, pp. 97–99), Frey (2011, p. 70), Olbrich, and Rapp (2012, p. 2006).
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Natural science does not render the future predictable. It makes it
possible to foretell the results to be obtained by definite actions. But it
leaves impredictable two spheres: that of insufficiently known natural
phenomena and that of human acts of choice. Our ignorance with
regards to these two spheres taints all human action with uncertainty.
Apodictic certainty is only within the orbit of the deductive system of
aprioristic theory. The most that can be attained with regard to reality
is probability.25

The problem of uncertainty, then, can never be completely solved.26
In the face of uncertainty in making their investment appraisals,
investors (have to) rely on heuristics. A Monte Carlo simulation is
one suitable example (Hertz, 1964, pp. 95–97, Coenenberg, 1970,
pp. 793–795). It allows a person making a decision, in the absence of
statistically given objective probabilities, to transparently structure
possible future developments based on individual forecasts and
to subjectively decide which scenario he expects to occur. Such
a simulation has three steps (Hering, 2015, pp. 334–339). First,
the person making the valuation estimates the distributions of
the underlying input parameters, which are future benefits and
interest rates. The estimate need not be restricted to particular
distributions. The person making the final valuation might, e.g.,
apply the simulation using different distributions, since he lacks the
knowledge of the actual one. Second, a computer-based simulation
process is generated, which randomly combines future benefits
and interest rates depending on the estimated distributions. After
the simulation has generated thousands of combinations, the
distribution of the target value can be transparently illustrated
using a frequency distribution and/or a risk profile. Third, with
this transparent illustration of the investment project’s chances
and risks in hand, the person making the valuation is able to select
a single appraised firm value out of the distribution based upon
25

 bout forecasting in the face of uncertainty, Mises (1998, p. 107) wrote: “There are
A
two entirely different instances of probability: we may call them class probability
and case probability. The field for the application of the former is the field of the
natural sciences, entirely ruled by causality; the field for the application of the
latter is the field of the sciences of human action, entirely ruled by teleology.”

26

 s Sieben, and Diedrich (1990, p. 807) note: “Uncertainty cannot be outwitted.”
A
Or, as Mises (1998, p. 106) put it, “Every action refers to an unknown future. It is
in this sense always a risky speculation.”
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his personal future expectations as well as his appetite for risk as a
typical entrepreneurial act.
In summary, the widely-applied income approach can be used to
render a subjective investment appraisal, which is compatible with
Austrian value theory. In order to apply that approach usefully, the
anticipated future benefits must reflect the actual payment flows
that the person anticipates gaining as he considers the business
as an entity, including individual tax rates and synergy effects.
The interest rate that is applied to discount the future payment
flows also needs to be assessed personally. It is reflected in the
internal rate of return of the marginal object of the person making
the valuation. The problem of uncertainty, however, cannot be
definitively solved. One way investors can handle this problem is
a Monte Carlo simulation, which generates a transparent decision
basis. The final selection of the appraised firm value out of the
derived distribution of potential firm values is a typical entrepreneurial act that is up to the person making the valuation.
The subjective approach to investment appraisal presented in
this paper can be smoothly combined with Austrian value theory.
Subjective investment appraisal accepts and is built upon the
subjectivity of value and therefore, can provide entrepreneurs
with the most crucial information they need to make their valuations leading to the purchase or sale of a company—the marginal
price they can at most pay to purchase or they can at least accept
to sell without suffering an economic loss. This information is
crucial for the subjective valuation process which determines the
entrepreneur’s final action.

IV. FUNDAMENTALS OF THE NEOCLASSICAL
FINANCE-THEORY- BASED MAINSTREAM
AND ITS INCOMPATIBILITY WITH AUSTRIAN
VALUE THEORY
The current mainstream27 in investment appraisal relies on input
parameters within the income approach that are much different
27

 or potential reasons why neoclassical finance theory is applied almost axiomF
atically in both academia and practice see Olbrich, Quill, and Rapp (2015, pp. 7–8).
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from what investment theory requires. It is based upon neoclassical
finance theory and neglects the crucial personal perspective in
favor of a questionable “objective” market perspective (Matschke,
and Brösel, 2013, pp. 26–27). Though the prevalent mainstream
discounted cash flow (DCF) methods are also based upon the
income approach, they are inadequate as a decision tool (e.g.,
Rapp, 2014b, p. 1067). The main reason for this diagnosis is the
application of finance-theory based models within current DCF
methods (Hering, 2014, p. 263).
In these methods, the discount rate is usually, at least partly,
assessed using the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) (Koller,
Goedhart, and Wessels, 2010, p. 234). Instead of considering the
essential personal endogenous marginal interest rate, the CAPM
aims at the determination and application of an “objective”
discount rate (Hering, 2015, p. 307). In order to measure an, at
least hypothetically, objective discount rate, the CAPM must rely
upon several restrictive assumptions (e.g., Perridon, Steiner, and
Rathgeber, 2012, p. 546, Hering, 2015, p. 297).28 These include a
perfect capital market (which includes the existence of a single
market interest rate for both investments and lending; unlimited
access to lending independent of debt ratio, credit-worthiness,
credit amount and time pattern; symmetric distribution of information; and the absence of taxes as well as transaction costs)
and economic agents with both homogeneous expectations and
a standardized risk appetite (µ-σ-principle). Basically, CAPM’s
assumptions supplant heterogeneous human persons with an army
of homogeneous robots. Because the subjective values of homogeneous robots coincide, the model can generate a (hypothetical)
single objective market value (Matschke, and Brösel, 2013, p. 27).
The uniformity of economic agents in the CAPM leads finally to
28

 realey, Myers, and Allen (2014, p. 204)—as the authors of one of the world-wide
B
leading textbooks in mainstream neoclassical corporate finance—admit: “The
capital asset pricing model rests on several assumptions that we did not fully
spell out.” After this avowal, they only exemplify some of CAPM’s assumptions.
Regardless of that fact, they finally claim: “It turns out that many of these
assumptions are not crucial, and with a little pushing and pulling it is possible to
modify the capital asset pricing model to handle them.” In contrast to that, Hering
(2015, p. 306) illustrates that even the assumption of homogeneous expectations
alone is drastic, because it excludes the real fundamental problems of investment
and funding decisions by definition.
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the market portfolio which includes every risky asset and which is
held by every single investor. In other words, in the CAPM world,
everybody owns everything (Hering, 2015, pp. 298–299). The sole
ownership of any company is, by definition, impossible. Thus, the
purchase or sale of an entire company is excluded as well. Nevertheless, the CAPM is applied for the investment appraisal of entire
businesses in preparation of merger and acquisition decisions all
over the world every single day. In addition to this logical flaw,
the market portfolio view makes the CAPM a quasi-communist
model (Hares, 2011, p. 124, Rapp, 2013, p. 361, Hering, 2015, p. 305,
footnote 2). Because everybody is invested in the unified market
portfolio, every asset is owned by the collectivity of investors. Even
though the CAPM grants private property rights (which makes
it different from an actual communist case), the market portfolio
concept is, at least, evocative of a communist society.
As a matter of course, its assumptions make the CAPM an
escapist model (e.g., Hering, 2015, p. 304). The assumed unlimited
access to lending, e.g., implies the impossibility of bankruptcies
(Rapp, 2014a, pp. 167–168). If you can borrow as much money as
you want at any given time, there will not be an issue of illiquidity
(Hering, 2014, p. 336). In addition, the assumption of homogeneous expectations implies the expendability of stock markets
(Hering, 2015, p. 304). If both seller and buyer held the same
expectation, why would the buyer buy when they both expected
a negative stock price performance, or why would the seller sell
when they both expected a positive stock price performance? But
bankruptcies (e.g., Lehman, Enron) and frequent trading on stock
markets are part of the real world. By failing to incorporate crucial
features of the real world, the CAPM cripples itself as an adequate
decision tool in practice. A model that ignores core elements
of the real world will make predictions inferior to an approach
that incorporates them. In fact, finance-theory-based investment
appraisals cannot even provide entrepreneurs with their personal
marginal prices, which are the critical elements in their valuing and
choosing. Instead such a formulaic appraisal generates a number
(“market value”), which is purely hypothetical and more or less
unrelated to real world investment decisions.
In claiming the existence of an objective market value, the
current mainstream contravenes Austrian value theory. It cannot
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serve, therefore, as a reasonable basis for subjective valuations
and corresponding actions. The finance-theory-based mainstream
must be rejected both on theoretical and practical grounds with
regard to investment decisions.

V. CONCLUSION
The valuation of entire businesses or even parts of them made
by persons in their purchase or sale follows the same economic
laws, outlined in Austrian value theory, as the valuation of any
other good. The crucial question that needs to be answered by a
person is whether he prefers the ownership of the business over
a certain amount of money, i.e., the negotiated price, or vice
versa. However, the valuation of an entire company necessitates
a consideration beyond valuation for a simple good. A person
can only establish a relevant preference for a business, if he is
aware of specific financial information. A relevant valuation of a
presumptive purchase or sale of a business is impossible as long as
the subject making the valuation does not know how the business
in question can contribute to his personal well-being. This essential
information cannot be gathered just looking at the good called
a “business enterprise.” Instead, the person needs to conduct a
genuine investment appraisal. The purpose of such an appraisal
is to let the subject making the valuation know what price he can
barely accept without suffering an economic loss in conducting the
transaction in question.
A relevant approach to investment appraisal can be found in
the mature German investment theory. This theory shares with
Austrian economics its approach to the marginal utility concept
and the theory of subjective value. According to investment
theory, investment appraisal must consider three main principles:
subjectivity, appraisal as an entity, and future orientation. Because
subjective investment appraisal respects the fundamental relations
of Austrian value theory, it can be smoothly combined with
Austrian value theory as a useful information tool, which in turn
should be conducted by an investor in preparation for a purchase
or sale of, e.g., an entire company.

In contrast to investment theory, the current mainstream in
investment appraisal is based upon neoclassical finance theory. It
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supplants a personal perspective of valuing in favor of a pseudoobjective market view. Mainstream appraisal’s main aim is the
assessment of an objective market value for goods, which can only be
deduced within a hypothetical world based upon various restrictive
and unrealistic assumptions. Being incompatible with Austrian
value theory, the current mainstream in investment appraisal cannot
support entrepreneurs in making their real-world decisions.
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